
Petiumery Applications

Creative Perfumery in the Soap and
Detergent Field

By Dr. B. Streschnak, Henkel KGaA, Dusseldorf, West Germany

~m%uceclinthe USAinKMZwasZ,,400,W0
e urmtity of detergent powders and liquids

tons. In Western Europe 2,(XUI,000 tons have
been mamn%ctured (Table I).

The sham of liquid detergent of the totrd quan-
tity produced is about 207o in the USA while it
stays helow 5% in Europe. Production value of
detergents in the USA and in Europe is as high as
$7 billion.

In the same period one million tons of soaps
and bath additives have been produced repre-
senting a value of approximately $3 billion

(Table II).
The ratio between solid and liquid products in

the USA compared to Europe is nearly inverssd.
While the market sham of liquid bath products is
as low as 10% of the bar soaps in the USA, they
@ produced in nearly the same quantity in Eu-
rope.

Considering these figures we estimate the fra-
grance vrdue in the USA and in Western Europe
as shown in Table III.

The figures are of course only rough estima-
tions. The fragrance quantities needed am about
12-13,000 tons with a value between $130-140
million.

The total value for detergent fragrances in the
USA is estimated at about $40 million. For West-
ern Europe we calculate the value at around $33
million (Table IV).

We estimated the total value of fragrances for
soaps and detergents worldwide at approxi-
mately $300 million.
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The great economicrd impact of soap and de-
tergent compounds becomes ve~ obvious when
costs ibr perfuming am compamd to the selling
price of the fmishcd product (Table V).

Fragrance costs for xoaps amount to 7’% of their
Rtail price in Europe; in USA up to about 4%. In
detergent powder, usurdly containing 0.1 tu 0.2%
of perfume, its costs amount to 1% of the selling
price of the finished detergent.

It is interesting to rrxifize that f%grrmce costs

fbr extraits and Eaux de Toilette rep~sent only
170 of the retail prices.

This short view on economy illustrates the im-
portance of soap and detergent perfumery.
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Table I

Detergents (Powders and Liquids) 1982
(E5tImatl. basedm rwornwMOlltSW-)
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Table II

Soaps and Bsth-Additives 1982
(EsrlmarbnimwdonIwoCStk4ent Seimea)

m
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Table Ill

Fragrances for Soaps and Bath-Additives 1982

m

Table IV
Fragrances for Detergents 1982

&

Table V

Fragrance-Costs
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Fragranca Creation for Applkation Areaa

The creation of a soap and detergent fragrance
is bssicafly not very dif%rent fmm the creation of

a fiagmnce fbr extraits or Eaua de Toilette. Buon-
giomo even dared to say that the crvation of a
gced soap fkagmrwe is more difBcult than the de-
velopment of an extrait fmgmnce.l Tbe perfumer
only has to be very much aware that an aroma
chemical has a totally dil%rent performance in
soap and detergent than irr rdcoholic solution.
Working on a soap fiagmnce we have to consider:

—stability of the raw materiafs
—intensity and power
—possible discoloration of the soap base
-odor performance when washing
—substantivity on the skin after washing
—the price of the raw material

Successful fragrance development in the soap
snd detergent area is heavily dependent on close
cooperation be~een creative perfumers snd the
application department.

While 95% of all existing materials may be
used for creating an alcoholic fragrance, the
number of suitable materiafs for soaps and deter-
gent powders is very limited (Table VI). Abut
80% of sll odomnts are suitable, fmm a technical
point of view, for perfirrning toilet soaps. The
same is tme for American detergents and light
duty detergents in Western Europe.

The nmnber of suitable materials for use in
detergent powder containing enzymes and
bleach activators is restricted to 70%. For white
toilet soap one can only mske use of f35% of the
tofaf.

What do we mean when we talk about the suit-
ability of a raw material? Usurdly perfumers and
application people don’t talk about suitability but
about stability. But is it really only tbe stability of
the rsw material which is of interest to us?

Burrell describes an analytical method en-
abling the formulator to measure by GLC the re-
maining quantity of the fragrance material incOr-
pmated in soap or detergent’ and, therefort, to
drsw conclusions on stability and volatility. The
results of this method are, in our opinion, not
sufficient to prove whether the fragrance is suit-
able for use in soap rmd detergents or not.

What is the usefulness of a rsw material which
is rms.fytically detectable irr a rate of 8O-1OWO
al+er one year’s storage if it is not Wmeptible by
the nose or doesn’t have rmy performance?

This is very often the case and certainly not
exceptional.

It occurs, for example, when the odor of the
soap or detergent has altered after prolonged
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Table VI

Raw Materials Allowed to be Used
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storage and mncid off-odors cover the perfunre~
material. The soap base or the surfactant of a de-
tergent may also have such a fiitive effect on a
materird that it is no longer pmceptible. In both
cases the raw material is not suitable for use in
soap and detergent compounds in spite of its sta-
bility.

Problems not only occur during storage: some
soap bases develop a strong odor immediately
after production. This can be attributed to pr-
ocessed active ingredients or to My acids of inf&
rior quality. For this reason test results obtained
with one soap base arc not relevant for other soap
bases. This means that tests have to be repeated
whenever it is necessary to work on a different
soap base. It is obvious that materials with a bad
performance in good quality soap base do not
have to be tested in an inferior quality. This
brings some kind of relief.

In 1980 and 1982 we already described how to
cany out a suitability test for detergent and soap
perfumeW raw materials and how to evaluate its
IwLrks.*4 We think this method is very effective
and therefore it seems intmesting to repeat the
description starting with the method for maps.

Each individual raw material is incorporated in
a concentration of one pement in the representa-
tive soap base.

The tablets am stmed in soap hmes at mom
tempmatme for one year. Afler this storage the
tablets are evaluated by a team of at least tluee
perfumers. According to our experience it is very

im~tit to have this evaluation done by at least
three perfumers because each person has a dif-
ferent pemeption of an odomnt rmd therefore the
judgment on its suitability may differ largely
from ~rson to person. One observes this phe-
nomenon not only in the case of the musks, but
also that of sandalwood odorants, salicylates, es-
ters ofp-crcsol and some woody odomnts.

Parallel to this it is possible to carry out a short
storage test at higher temperature. We found that
in this kind of test the results often are vey dif-
ferent from the results of a one year storage test at
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mom tempcratwe. Materials which perform very
well atler a year’s stomge at room temperature
may give poor results when tested at higher tem-
peratures. We prefer to decide about the use ofa
certain material on its performance aRer a one
year’s test at mom temperatum. In our opinion
this represents more truly the d 1* of the soap
cake.

Many application laboratories rate the stability
for instance on a scale fmm 1-6. We feel that a
good evaluation crm be done with thee dilhent
ratings.

.

●

●

Rate 1: good
The raw material to be tested can be identi-
fied easily. Its odor has remained unchanged
and its performance is good.

Rate 2: fair
The raw material is identifiable but its inten-
sity has suffered or it does not sufficiently
cover the odor of the soap. Raw materials
which have been slightly altered also belong
to this group.

Rate 3: poor
The odor cannot be identified or is not per-
ceptible or has an off-note due to chemical
reactions (e.g., saponification or oxidation).

Evaluation is done at round tables and odorants
are rated by majority decision. This judgment is
not only based on the odor of the soap tablet but
also on the lather smell and on the smell on the
skin during and aller washing. Moreover we no-
tice any possible discoloration. The ratings are
listed and can be expressed clearly either by
numbers, symbols or by colors. Table VII shows
an example” of such a list.
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Bigaflor is an interesting example. Ai+er the
one year storage test the soap tablet containing
Bigaflor no longer smelled like Bigaflor due to a
chemical reaction which produced acetophenone
and hydratropic aldehyde. This was a pity be-
cause the results with BigMor in lather and on
the skin were excellent.
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Perfumery Applications

We also show some examples of suitable es-
sential oils: Lavandin grosso is, as commonly
known, a good perfnrmer. Lemon oil, on the con-
trary, cannot be recommended, as reparted in lit-
erature. Mandarin oil performs surprisingly well.
The oil of Litsea Cubeba causes many discolora-
tion problems and is therefore not recommended
for white soaps. The performance of orange oil is
fair, whereas the results with patchouli are, as
commonly known, excellent.

Each perfimer has this list (Table VII) at hand
for creative work and will try to employ mostly
the raw materials marked ++. The use of +
marked materials is allowed within certain limits,
but not recommended. The employment of those
marked – is absolutely forbidden. It is quite
certain that a perfume which is developed ac-
cording to the above described methods will pre-
sent excellent stability and great power. Its
beauty and its acceptance on the market only de-
pend on the perfumer’s creativity.

Fragrence for Powder Leundry Detergent

When creating a soap perfume one hardly
needs to consider consumer habits in the differ-
ent countries. In contrast, one has to consider
man y different points before starting creative
work on a detergent powder perfume. On the one
hand one should be concerned with the fonmda-
tion of the powder detergent itself, on the other
hand with the consumer’s laundering habits.

Europe

The heavy duty detergents in Europe have a
market share of 90~o. Only 570 of these are liq-
uids. The remainder of the market are light duty
detergents used fnr wool and fine fabric. The
light duties do nnt cause too many problems fnr a
fragrance from a technical point of view. Ac-
cording to their purpnse they usually contain
more delicate perfume nntes than the heavy
duties. The development of a fragrance for a Eu-
ropean heavy duty detergent is much more com-
plicated. Many raw materiafs are not compatible
with a number of active ingredients, as shown in
Table VIII.

Washing Habits. Frnnt loading washing ma-
chines are widely used. Washing temperature is
usually 6W or 95”C. Rinsing is done mnstly with
fabric soilener.

Standards forthe Fragrance. Performance in
the pnwder is very impo-t. Performance in
detergent solution is less important because in
most cases the washing machine cannnt be
opened during the washing process. The residual
odor nn the laundry is not so important since it
will be scented by the fabric softener.
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South Arnerlce

High sudsing detergent powders are used in
South America, mainly in Brasil. Liquid deter-
gents are nnt common (Table IX).

Washing Habits. Hand washing is still very
cnmmon althnugh washing machines are in-
creasing in number. In these top lnading ma-
chines the water is cold or nnly fairly warm, but
never hnt. Bleaching is done, if at all, by means of
chlorine bleach. The employment of fabric soft-
eners is increasing, but is still at a low level.

Standards for the Fragrance. Performance in
pnwder is very important; it has to cover the
strnng odor of the powder. Performance in the
solutinn is nbvioudy alsn very important. Resi-
dual odor on the fabric is important, trio, since
fabric softeners are not commonly used and the
consumer wants a pleasant smell on the fabric.

Table IX
Prnducts Formulation of Powder Oatereents in Brash

~
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North Arnerlce

80% nfthe heavy duty detergents are pawders,
about 2070 are liquids. Light duty detergents are
nnt of great importance (Table X).

Washing Habits. Big top-lnading machines
with washing temperatures ranging finm 4(Y to
50’C. Fnr disinfecting and bleaching mainly chlo-
rine bleach is used, but there are also perborate-
caustic snda mixtures on sale. Softening and
drying is mnstly done in tumblers.
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Standards for the Fragrance. Good perfor-
mance in powder and solution because the
washing machine can be opened easily. Residual
odor is not provided by detergent but by fabric
sotle ne r.

It may be concluded from the above mentioned
points that fragrance development for USA de-
tergents is not very complicated from a technical
point of view. The essential problem is to create
an attractive fragrance with low priced raw mate-
rials. This task itself is difficult enough.

Teble X

Praduct Formulation of Powder Detergents in USA
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Doing perfumery work for South American
countries, especially Brasil, is more difficult be-
cause of the usually poor sulfonate qualities in
South American detergents, the odor of which is
difficult to cover.

When the task is to create a perfume for a Eu-
ropean detergent powder, the perfimer faces a
multitude of problems. All raw materials have to
be strictly tested. As with the above mentioned
material test in toilet soap, this test should not
only determine a raw material’s stability hut also
its suitability, by which we mean a joint evalua-
tion of stability and intensity.

Test Procsdurs in Detergents

For this purpose each odorant under test is in-
corporated in detergent powder at a 0.1% level.
The samples are examined for odor afker one
year’s storage in glass bottles at room tempera-
ture. Again, there must be at least three perfum-
ers to do the rating. Since washing is done to
some extent by hand, a raw material’s ability to
cover the solution’s odor should also be exam-
ined. This is very important in particular if the
detergent powder contains any bleach activators
which may develop, during washing, a strong and
unpleasant smelling material as pemcetic acid. A
good fragrance compound should cover these
malodors which is only possible if most of its
constituents already have this covering ability.

The results of the above mentioned test can be
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listed as shown previously with soaps, or can be
computerized. Computerization of data is ex-
tremely helpful when carrying out different re-
search programmed with different parameters.

The importance of collaboration between per-
fumers, application specialists and research
chemists and the use of the above described
method is illustrated by the following example.
The salicylates are widely used, low priced and
very interesting materials to the perfumer.

With the exception of the ethyl- and methyls a-
licylate they all have very similar, pleasant and
more or less balsamic and floral notes.

In the past we have been confronted with the
problem that the most important members of this
family, the amyl- and isoamylsalicylates develop
very unpleasant and dirty-smelling off-odors
when incorporated in detergent powder.

The commercially available benzylsalicylate
does not show this off-odor in detergents. Its
performance, however, is much weaker and its
odor effect is not comparable to those of the amyl-
and isoamylsalicylate. Though the cis-3-hexenyl-
salicy late is of outstanding value for use in deter-
gent powder, it can’t be employed in desirable
quantities because of its high cost.
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We have discussed the situation with our re-
search chemists and made a survey of all salicy -
lates not commercially exploited. A large number
of esters were prepared. We limited the prepara-
tion to alcohols with a maximum of 8 C-atoms.

First of all, an olfactive evacuation was done
with the prepared materiafs. The salicylates de-
scribed in Tables XI and XII gave positive re-
sults.

In the next stage we evaluated the power and
tenacity in comparison with the well-known sa-
licylates (Table XIII). The cyclopentyl salicylate
bas the strongest odor, followed by the amylsa-
licylates, the prenylsalicylate and the various
hexylsalicylates. The evaluation of tenacity gave
surprising results. Cyclohexylsalicy late was
clearly perceptible even after 18 days on a blot-
ter. Most of the other salicylates disappeared
after one week.

This superior tenacity has also been observed
during tests on dry fabric treated with softener.

We then went back to our basic problem: how
do the new salicylates behave in detergent pow-
der?

Teble Xl
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We carried out a comparative evaluation incor-
porating them in detergent powder in amounts of
0.1%. For these tests we used powder from U.S.
and European manufacturers! The perfumed
powders were stored for six months in glass bot-
tles at mom temperature. ARer this period we
judged the performance in powder as well as in
solution. The results are shown in Table XIV.

We very much improved the fragrance perfor-
mance in detergent powder by using cyclic safic-
ylates, mainly cyclopentyl- and cyclohexylsalic-
ylate, instead of the noncyclic salicylates. In the
laundry water tbe differences are not as clearly
perceptible. Nevertheless, the strong off-odor
caused by isoam ylsalicylate in powder detergent
gives reason enough to consider the replacement
of this material by cyclohexylsalicylate or a com-
bination of cyclohexyl- and cyclopentylseficylate.

Rafemncea
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